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요 약

본 논문에서는 멀티코아 프로세서 상에서 프로세서와 메모리를 집중적으로 사용하는 다양한 워크로드들에 대한 온도특성을 

연구한다. 일반적으로 프로세서의 온도관리를 위한 측정 지표로 평균온도와 온도범위 보다는 온도변화의 정도가 더 중요하다.

따라서 본 논문에서는 프로그램 실행 중에 온도변화를 분석하고, 워크로드의 온도변화의 정도를 정량화하는 측정 지표를 제안

한다. 제안된 온도변화 측정 지표를 사용하여 인텔 Core 2 Duo 프로세서 상의 SPEC CPU2006 벤치마크들에 대해 쿨링 조건

및 클럭 주파수를 변경해 가며 온도변화를 분석한다. 분석 결과, 각 벤치마크 프로그램에 따라 서로 다른 유형의 온도 변화를

보였다. 이러한 온도변화는 쿨링 조건과 동작 클럭 주파수 및 멀티프로그래밍 워크로드에 영향을 받았다. 또한 코아들 사이의

공간적 위치에 따라서도 다른 온도 변화 특성을 보였다. 본 논문에서 제안된 온도변화 측정 지표와 연구 분석된 결과들은 향

후 멀티코아 온도관리를 위한 연구에 활용하면 효과적인 온도관리가 기대된다.

Abstract

This paper studies thermal characteristics of a mix of CPU-intensive and memory-intensive application workloads on a

multi-core processor. Especially, we focus on thermal variations during program execution because thermal variations are more

critical than average temperatures and their ranges for thermal management. New metrics are proposed to quantify such thermal

variations for a workload. We study the thermal variations using SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks with varying cooling conditions and

frequencies on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor. The results show that applications have distinct thermal variations characteristics.

Such variations are affected by cooling conditions,operating frequencies and multiprogramming workload. Also, there are distinct

spatial thermal variations between cores. Our new metrics and their results from this study provide useful insight for future

research on multi-core thermal management.

Keywords : thermal variations, thermal management, workload characteristics, multi-core processors

Ⅰ. Introduction

As high chip temperature could adversely affect its

reliability and performance, thermal issues including

dynamic thermal management (DTM) become a

critical component in system design for a multi-core
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processor. There have been many studies on DTM

techniques using either hardware or software

mechanisms[1, 3～5, 12]. Among them, Donald et al.[5]

showed the importance of time-varying nature of

applications and workload for effective thermal

management. Peh et al.[12] proposed DTM techniques

using a hybrid of hardware and software techniques

on SMT (simultaneous multi-threaded) processors.

Chaparro et al.[3] explored different thermal

management techniques in multi-core architectures

using extensive simulation. Hanson et al.
[6]

studied

thermal response to DVFS (dynamic voltage and
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frequency scaling) on Intel Pentium M processors.

However, those studies didn’t take the effect of

dynamic thermal variations during program execution

into consideration. Choi et al.
[4]

developed OS-level

thermal-aware scheduling to mitigate on-chip thermal

hot spot problems. In the paper, they showed the

change in workload could cause changes in on-chip

temperatures and the rise and fall times of

temperatures were in the order of hundreds of

milliseconds. But the paper didin’t show how to

identify the thermal change in workloads, and they

measured temperatures on a fixed 1.2 GHz POWER5

system without varying clock frequencies.

In this study, we first develop new metrics to

quantify the dynamic thermal variations during the

execution of a workload that include: temperature

fluctuation, temperature gradient and the time when

reaching steady-state temperature. Using these

metrics, we study the effect of dynamic thermal

variations using SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks with

varying cooling conditions and frequencies using the

Intel Core 2 Duo processor. The results show that

applications have distinct thermal variation

characteristics and they could be affected by cooling

conditions, operating frequencies and

multiprogramming workload. Also, they display

distinct spatial thermal variations between cores.

Ⅱ. Experimentation Environment

1. Processor and Benchmarks

We conducted our experiments on an Intel Core 2

Duo processor development board running Linux. The

65nm Core 2 Duo mobile processor T7400 has two

cores on a chip running at 2.16 GHz, a 667 MHz

front-side bus and a 4 MB unified L2 cache
[7]

. A core

has a 32 KB L1 instruction cache, 32 KB L1 data

cache. Each core has an independent thermal control

unit and a unique digital thermal sensor for the die

temperature readable via system calls[11]. The board

we experimented on includes a E7520 chipset, 1 GB

of DDR SDRAM memory, and standard heat sink and

Benchmark Category Input Exec.

time

CPUop MemRate

perlbench SPECint Ref. 113 sec. 0.5654 0.0001

dealII SPECfp Train 52 sec. 0.6672 0.0010

omnetpp SPECint Train 87 sec. 0.7107 0.0001

bzip2 SPECint Ref. 162 sec. 0.7576 0.0010

sjeng SPECint Train 205 sec. 0.7765 0.0012

gcc SPECint Ref. 98 sec. 1.1852 0.0069

bwaves SPECfp Train 107 sec. 1.4140 0.0173

cactusADM SPECfp Train 68 sec. 1.4449 0.0034

GemsFDTD SPECfp Train 151 sec. 2.1202 0.0269

lbm SPECfp Train 204 sec. 3.6969 0.0489

표 1. 실험에 사용된 SPEC CPU2006 벤치마크

Table 1. SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks for

experimentation.

fan in the open-air configuration[8]. Core 2 Duo offers

dynamic voltages and frequencies scaling (DVFS)

and a clock throttling mechanism that can be

controlled by software. The processor runs two cores

with the same voltage and frequency since it has a

single power plane for both cores. For DVFS, we use

four frequency-and-voltage points which BIOS

detects when Linux is running. They are 2.16

GHz-1.262V, 1.66 GHz-1.200V, 1.33 GHz-1.137V and

0.996 GHz-1.025V.

Among SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, 5 SPECint

benchmarks and 5 SPECfp benchmarks are selected

in our study (shown in Table 1). We select the 10

benchmarks that can be paired with

integer/floating-point and low/high temperature and

similar execution time within 200 sec. Table 1 also

shows their execution times and two other workload

characteristics (The table is organized as ascending

order of CPUop). They are CPUop which is the

number of clock cycles per micro-operation, and

MemRate which is the number of memory accesses

per 100 million microoperations. All the values are

measured at the maximum operating frequency of

2.16 GHz. Benchmarks such as perlbench, dealII,

omnetpp , bzip2 and sjeng are cpu-bound benchmarks

in which CPUop is less than one and MemRate is

small. Bwaves, cactusADM, GemsFDTD and lbm are

memory-bound benchmarks. Their MemRate is larger

than 0.01 and their CPUop is also quite large. Sjeng
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and lbm have long execution time, and the execution

times of cactusADM and dealII are rather short.

2. Basic Thermal Measurements

Table 2 shows the average temperature and the

minimum/maximum temperatures at the maximum

operating frequency of 2.16 GHz with and without

cooling fan on each core. Temperatures are measured

from the digital thermal sensor on the core by

sampling every 100 million micro-operations. We use

a fixed instruction sampling interval that is less

sensitive to clock frequency changes without

affecting workload characterristics of the interval.

Benchmark

With cooling fans on

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

perlbench 50.97 (47-52) 57.98 (48-60)

dealII 48.76 (46-50) 55.23 (48-58)

omnetpp 49.80 (46-51) 57.04 (49-59)

bzip2 50.75 (47-52) 57.63 (48-60)

sjeng 49.52 (46-50) 56.72 (47-58)

gcc 48.69 (46-50) 53.28 (49-57)

bwaves 49.20 (46-50) 51.77 (47-54)

cactusADM 48.49 (46-50) 51.09 (47-52)

GemsFDTD 49.15 (46-50) 51.29 (49-54)

lbm 49.46 (46-50) 51.17 (49-52)

Average 49.48 (46-52) 54.32 (47-60)

Benchmark

With cooling fans off

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

perlbench 76.98 (60-85) 86.46 (68-95)

dealII 71.94 (62-77) 77.46 (62-83)

omnetpp 79.17 (68-86) 85.63 (69-93)

bzip2 81.88 (67-92) 88.72 (69-98)

sjeng 82.96 (65-94) 88.90 (66-98)

gcc 76.86 (67-82) 81.44 (71-89)

bwaves 76.81 (66-83) 79.58 (67-86)

cactusADM 73.48 (65-79) 75.93 (66-81)

GemsFDTD 74.64 (60-82) 77.23 (62-86)

lbm 78.23 (65-86) 79.64 (67-87)

Average 77.30 (60-94) 82.10(62-98)

표 2. SPEC CPU2006 벤치마크의 온도의 기본 측정

Table 2. Basic measurements of temperatures for

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.

The fixed interval size may make the sampling

period vary with the application phases. But, in our

100 miilion micro-operation interval, the most of the

fluctuations of periods are less than a hundred

milliseconds for SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. Since

those fluctiations are less than the rise- and

fall-times of on-chip temperatures as Choi et al.
[4]

studied, the effects on temperature in the interval are

not great. We execute each benchmark by setting its

core affinity to each core. Before running each

benchmark, in order to confirm the same initial

temperature for each benchmark run, the benchmark

is executed after waiting 3 minutes at the lowest

frequency of 0.996 GHz.

As expected, cpu-bound benchmarks consistently

show higher temperatures than those of

memory-bound benchmarks during their execution. In

simulating a severe thermal condition in which

cooling fans are off, it shows that the length of the

execution time would directly affect the temperature

in addition to workload characteristics. This effect is

not apparent when the cooling fans are on and the

chip is running in its operating thermal range. For

example, even though lbm is a memory-bound

benchmark and has a long execution time, it shows

low steady operating temperature when fans are on

because of its memory-bound nature. However, it

shows rather high temperature instead when cooling

fans are off because of its longer running time; while

dealII is a cpu-bound benchmark and has a relatively

short execution time, it shows a higher steady

operating temperature when fans are on due to its

cpubound nature, but it has a low temperature during

its execution when fans are off because of its

relatively short running time.

Hence, their maximum temperature is closely

related to the length of the execution time when fans

are off. Temperature increases steadily as the

execution time increases because heat is accumulated

when it has no cooling mechanism. From these basic

measurements, we can see that thermal behavior

depends on the workload characteristics (i.e.
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cpu-bound or memorybound), the cooling environment

and their execution time. In the severe condition

when the cooling fans are removed, execution time

has a more direct effect on temperatures than

workload characteristics (i.e. lbm). Interestingly, it

also shows that the temperature of core 1 is always

higher than core 0 on the Core 2 Duo processor. This

distinct spatial thermal characteristic could be

exploited by users or OS for better control of overall

chip thermal behavior.

Therefore, in order to obtain more precise thermal

characteristics of various benchmark programs,

instead of using only average temperature during

their normal operating mode with fans on, we need

additional information regarding their workload

characteristics, execution times, and other information

such as temperature fluctuation, temperature gradient

and the time when reaching steady-state temperature.

Also, we need to take spatial thermal variations

between cores into account due to the placement of

the cores.

Ⅲ. Thermal Variations

1. Metrics for Thermal Variations

From the basic measurements above, we can’t tell

among the time-varying metrics of the workloads

which is more effective for the thermal management.

In general, average temperature cannot tell us how

quickly the chip reaches its steady-state and then on

to its maximum temperature, and how much the

fluctuation was during the program execution. Each

program shows distinctive time-varying behavior

according to its workload characteristics and cooling

mechanism. Fig. 1 shows the temperature traces on

core 1 sampled every 100 million micro-operations for

gcc and omnetpp at the maximum frequency of

2.16GHz. The benchmarks clearly show different

thermal behavior. gcc fluctuated more erratically

throughout entire execution. On the other hand,

omnetpp increases its temperature more steadily

toward its steady state. These time-varying thermal

(a) gcc

(b) omnetpp

그림 1. 2.16GHz 동작 주파수에서 100백만 마이크로오

퍼레이션 당 샘플링된 온도 트레이스 (a) gcc

(b) omnetpp

Fig. 1. Temperature traces in Celsius (˚C) sampled

every 100 million micro-operations on core 1 at

2.16 GHz for (a) gcc and (b) omnetpp.

behaviors could be represented neither by the average

temperature nor by the temperature ranges. Previous

studies pointed out the importance of these

time-varying thermal behaviors, but they didn’t

measure and quantify them with real benchmarks on

real machines
[5]

.

In order to quantify time varying thermal behavior

and the impact from the workload characteristics, we

define three new metrics. First, we define the

temperature transition rate, TTR, as follows.

TTR = number of the changes of temperature / total

number of intervals

It is a measure of how frequently temperature is
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fluctuated. The interval is the sampling period and

we used 100 million micro-operations in this study.

The higher the value of TTR is, the more frequently

the temperature is fluctuated.

Next, the temperature gradient, TR, is defined as

follows.

TG = s / number of contiguous intervals in which

temperature stays unchanged

, where s = 1 when the temperature is increased

after the contiguous intervals and s = -1 when the

temperatures is decreased after them. It represents

the gradient of temperature changes. When the TG

value is high, it means that the temperature is rising

or falling very quickly during the measured period.

Finally, the temperature rising rate, TRR, is

defined to measure how quickly the temperature

reaches its steady-state. When we look at the

time-varying traces of most benchmarks, we

observed that their temperatures became relatively

stable when they reached around 90% of their

maximum temperature. Hence, we define TRR as

follows.

TRR = Number of intervals before reaching 90%

of the maximum temperature / total

number of intervals

From the definition, it is clear that the smaller the

value of TRR is, the sooner the program reaches its

steady-state temperature. Each individual metric

defined above alone may not show the exact

time-varying nature of the temperature behavior. But,

by considering all three metrics together, we could

have a better understanding of the thermal behavior

of a particular benchmark.

Fig. 2 ,3 show TTR, TG, TRR measured on core 1

at 2.16 GHz using SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. TG

is the average value of the calculated values

whenever the temperature is changed throughout

program execution.

그림 2. 쿨링 팬 가동 시 SPEC CPU2006 벤치마크의

TTR, TG, TRR

Fig. 2. TTR, TG, TRR with cooling fans on for SPEC

CPU2006 benchmarks.

그림 3. 쿨링 팬 제거 시 SPEC CPU2006 벤치마크의

평균 TTR, TG, TRR

Fig. 3. Average TTR, TG, TRR with cooling fans off for

SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks

First, when we look at the cases with cooling fans

on (Fig. 2), GemsFDTD, gcc and dealII have high

TTR values. The temperatures of these benchmarks

continuously fluctuate throughout execution. On the

other hand the temperatures of sjeng, omnetpp,

perlbench, cactusADM, bwaves and lbm have

relatively stable steady-state temperatures and show

low TTR values. The benchmarks such as sjeng,

omnetpp, perlbench, cactusADM and bzip2 also have

high TG values. They are mostly cpu-bound

programs with low CPUop and low MemRate except

cactusADM. CactusADM has a high TG value even

though it has relatively low temperatures with a high

CPUop. The main reason is that it increases

temperature substantially in the short initial period of
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the execution, and then it increases slowly in the rest

of the execution without lowering temperature (it has

a relatively low TTR). In the case of GemsFDTD

and lbm, they show negative TG values because they

lower temperatures rapidly in some short periods

(causing high negative values for TG) and increase

temperatures slowly in some long periods (causing

low positive values for TG). One of the reasons they

have temperature falling rapidly in some short

periods was because they are memory-bound

programs with high CPUop and high MemRate, and

it leads to falling temperature in those intervals that

have many long latency floating-point operations.

The benchmarks of lbm, bwaves, sjeng and

catusADM show low TRR values. It means that they

reach their steady-state temperature rather quickly.

Relative low maximum temperature of lbm,

cactusADM and bwaves lead to low TRR values. In

case of sjeng, the value of TG is high and the values

of TTR and TRR are low because its initial

temperature rises rapidly and reaches early to a very

stable steady-state without much fluctuation.

When we look at those measurements without

cooling fans (Fig. 3), TTR has a similar behavior as

in those with cooling fans on. The amount of

fluctuation is decreased in the high TTR benchmarks

such as GemsFDTD, gcc and dealII etc. because

same temperature tends to stay longer as temperature

is getting higher. The value of TG is mostly lower

except gcc, bwaves and GemsFDTD. GemsFDTD

shows a change from the negative to the positive

because it has fewer falling temperature intervals and

more rising temperature intervals when cooling fans

are off. The TRR value also increased, which means

it takes longer to reach a higher steady-state

temperature when fans are off. The TRR value of

dealII is also decreased because its short execution

time causes a lower maximum temperature that was

reached sooner without the cooling fans on.

In summary, the metrics of TTR, TG and TRR

could represent much better the time-varying nature

of the thermal behavior for the workloads than

average temperature and temperature range could.

The metrics we presented here could thus be used

for better thermal characterization and dynamic

thermal management for the workloads.

2. Thermal Variations on Multi-core Workloads

In order to examine the effects of multi-

programming workloads on multi-core processors,

two benchmarks with similar length of execution

times are selected to be run concurrently to form

multiprogramming workloads on two cores. We

executed the pairs twice by exchanging their

core-affinity (i.e. switch the core the program was

run). The temperatures are sampled simultaneously

from both cores every 100 million microoperations by

the benchmark on core 1. When the execution of the

benchmark on core 1 is ended, the execution on core

0 is also forced to stop.

Table 3 shows the average temperatures of

two-core workloads in which core 0 executes a lower

temperature benchmark and core 1 executes a higher

temperature benchmark (The table is organized as

descending order of the temperature of core 0 with

cooling fans on). We called this as low-high

workloads. Table 4 shows high-low workloads. When

they are compared to the temperatures of their

running individually in Table 2, the average

temperatures of running on two-core processors are

increased 7-9 ˚C when cooling fans are on, and are

increased 3-5˚C when the fans are off. From Table 3

and 4, we can see the effect of core-affinity on the

temperature of the benchmark. By comparing to the

single core results, we could observe that core 1 has

a higher temperature than that on core 0. Therefore,

if a high temperature benchmark is assigned to less

heated core 0 and a low-temperature benchmark to

more heated core 1, such as high-low workloads in

Table 4, it will provide more balanced heat

production across cores and leads to lower overall

temperature across cores. These spatial thermal

variations can be exploited when the process(thread)

could be migrated for thermal optimization.
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Benchmark

With cooling fans on

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

dealII-omnetpp 60.65 (52-63) 65.76 (57-68))

bwaves-perlbench 58.35 (47-62) 63.83 (48-67)

cactusADM-gcc 57.91 (52-59) 60.56 (56-65)

lbm-sjeng 57.79 (52-59) 60.84 (54-63)

GemsFDTD–bzip2 57.02 (54-58) 59.77 (55-63)

Average(min-max) 58.34 (47-63)) 62.15 (48-68)

Benchmark

With cooling fans off

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

dealII-omnetpp 79.58 (65-86) 84.57 (68-92)

bwaves-perlbench 82.62 (62-92) 87.09 (66-97)

cactusADM-gcc 80.89 (70-86) 84.38 (72-91)

lbm-sjeng 85.47 (65-94) 89.14 (66-98)

GemsFDTD–bzip2 88.96 (73-94) 92.65 (74-98)

Average(min-max) 83.50 (62-92) 87.56 (66-98)

표 3. 저-고 멀티코아 워크로드 쌍에 대한 온도의

기본 측정

Table 3. Basic measurements of temperatures for the

Low-High multi-core workloads.

Benchmark

With cooling fans on

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

omnetpp-dealII 60.93 (52-65) 65.03 (55-68)

perlbench-bwaves 60.13 (52-62) 61.37 (54-65)

gcc-cactusADM 57.80 (52-59) 59.24 (55-60)

sjeng-lbm 57.61 (52-59) 57.89 (55-59)

bzip2-GemsFDTD 56.62 (52-58) 57.71 (54-60)

Average (min-max) 58.61 (52-65) 60.24 (54-68)

Benchmark

With cooling fans off

Average temperature (min-max) (°C)

Core 0 Core 1

omnetpp-dealII 77.60 (62-84) 81.36 (65-89)

perlbench-bwaves 82.39 (66-93) 83.99 (67-94)

gcc-cactusADM 76.32 (66-81) 77.91 (67-83)

sjeng-lbm 84.91 (68-95) 85.84 (69-96)

bzip2-GemsFDTD 83.39 (68-92) 85.25 (70-93)

Average (min-max) 80.92 (62-95) 82.97 (65-96)

표 4. 고-저 멀티코아 워크로드 쌍에 대한 온도의

기본 측정

Table 4. Basic measurements of temperatures for the

High-Low multi-core workloads.

Fig. 4, 5 show TTR, TG, TRR of the multi-core

workloads. As mentioned before, their execution and
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그림 4. 쿨링 팬 가동 시 멀티코아 워크로드에 대한 평

균 TTR, TG, TRR

Fig. 4. Average TTR, TG, TRR with cooling fans on for

multi-core workloads.
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그림 5. 쿨링 팬 제거 시 멀티코아 워크로드에 대한

평균 TTR, TG, TRR

Fig. 5. Average TTR, TG, TRR with cooling fans off

for multi-core workloads.

thermal sampling are synchronized by the benchmark

running on core 1. First, when we look at TTR both

with fans on and with fans off, bzip2-GemsFDTD,

GemsFDTD-bzip2, cactusADM-gcc and omnetpp-

dealII have high TTR and are fluctuated quite

substantially. The TTR of GemsFDTD-bzip2

increases much more than bzip2 running alone

because GemsFDTD, which is one of the most

fluctuated benchmarks, is executed on core 0. In

general, the trend of TTR is similar to their

single-core counterparts. Due to the effect of the

other program running on the other core, the high

TTR benchmarks have slightly lower TTR values

(and low TTR benchmarks have slightly higher TTR

values) than their corresponding single-core TTR

values reported in Fig. 2, 3. The values of TG with
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cooling fans on are greatly decreased comparing to

the single-core TG values because the temperature of

multi-core workloads is increased rapidly in the early

time intervals (low TRR values) and then it reaches

steady-state without rising much further. But, when

cooling fans are off, the TG values are similar to

those on single-core because temperature increase is

continued due to no cooling mechanism and heavy

workloads. Sjeng-lbm without fans has a rather large

TG value, 0.1380, comparing to single-core lbm that

has -0.0313, because sjeng has a large TG value.

Finally, the values of TRR with fans on become low

because the temperature of multi-core workloads

reaches steady-state early. In case of no fans on, the

value of TRR is similar to that of a single-core

because temperature is consistently increased due to

no cooling mechanism.

In summary, when cooling fans are on, the

temperature of multi-core workloads is rapidly

increased in the initial intervals, and then it reaches

steady-state temperature quickly. This leads to low

TG and low TRR. When cooling fans are off,

temperature is consistently increased and its thermal

variations have a similar behavior as that on the

single-core without the cooling fans.

3. Thermal Variations Responding to DVFS

Modern high-performance processors offer dynamic

voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) capability for

power and energy management. It also shows

promising application to dynamic thermal manage-

ment as well. In general, reducing voltage and

frequency will degrade performance, but the extent of

degradation is worse for cpu-bound applications than

for memory-bound applications.

Fig. 6 shows normalized speedup over 2.16 GHz for

each frequency-voltage pair (to be brief, we just

describe frequency). The performance is degraded by

1.20, 1.44, 1.86 for 1.66 GHz, 1.33 GHz, 0.996 GHz on

average. The performance loss of cpu-bound

benchmarks using DVFS is greater than that of

memory-bound benchmarks. Memory-bound bench-

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

2
2.2
2.4

2.16GHz 1.66GHz 1.33GHz 0.996GHz

그림 6. 각 주파수-전압 쌍에 대해 2.16 GHz에 기준

상대적인 실행시간

Fig. 6. Normalized execution times over 2.16GHz

for the frequency-voltage pairs.

core 0

frequencies (GHz) 2.16 1.66 1.33 0.996

single-

workload

with

fan

49.48 43.01 39.06 39.04

(46-52) (39-46) (37-42) (38-40)

without

fan

77.30 65.36 58.10 50.74

(60-94) (56-73) (52-62) (50-52)

multi-

workload

with

fan

58.48 49.02 45.83 42.70

(47-65) (46-52) (43-47) (40-44)

without

fan

82.21 69.17 61.80 55.45

(62-95) (58-78) (56-67) (52-59)

core 1

frequencies (GHz) 2.16 1.66 1.33 0.996

single-

workload

with

fan

54.32 44.21 39.11 39.13

(47-60) (40-47) (37-42) (38-40)

without

fan

82.10 66.29 58.59 50.87

(62-98) (56-74) (52-63) (50-52)

multi-

workload

with

fan

61.20 50.12 45.93 42.70

(48-68) (46-55) (43-48) (40-44)

without

fan

85.22 70.23 62.46 55.52

(65-98) (59-80) (56-68) (52-59)

표 5. 코아 1에 DVFS가 적용된 평균 (최대-최소) 온

도

Table 5. Average (minimum-maximum) temperatures on

core 1 in Celsius (˚C) with DVFS.

marks, such as lbm and GemsFDTS which have

large MemRate, have little impact on performance

using DVFS(Multi-core workloads has similar results
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그림 7. 각 주파수-전압 쌍에 대래 100백만 마이크로오

퍼레이션 당 샘플링된 GemsFDTD 온도 트레이

스

Fig. 7. Temperature traces of GemsFDTD in Celsius(˚)

sampled by 100 million micro-operations on

core 1 for the frequency-voltage pairs.
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그림 8. 각 주파수-전압 쌍에 대한 평균 TTR, TG,

TRR

Fig. 8. Average TTR, TG, TRR for the frequency-

voltage pairs.

although we don’t describe it).

Table 5 shows average temperatures when DVFS

is applied. From Table 5, we can see that DVFS is

effective at reducing temperatures. In the case of

higher frequency changing points such as form 2.16

GHz to 1.66 GHz, temperature drop is significant,

about 6-16 ˚C. As the frequency changing points are

getting lower, the temperature drop becomes smaller.

Fig. 7 shows the temperature traces of GemsFDTD

on core 1 for the frequency-voltage pairs. The level

of thermal variations such as fluctuation and gradient

are greatly reduced as the frequency is getting lower,

at 0.966 GHz, it shows almost no variations.

Fig. 8 shows the average values of TTR, TG,

TRR for the frequency-voltage pairs. The values of

TTR and TRR are reduced consistently as the

frequency is getting lower. In other words, at a lower

frequency, the level of fluctuation is reduced

significantly, and the temperature reaches its

steady-state very quickly. In the case of TG, the

amount of reduction depends on whether cooling fans

are on or off, and on whether it is running on

single-core or multi-core. These results show that, at

a higher frequency, the temperature variations are

larger with a greater minimum-maximum

temperature range, as well as larger differences

between benchmarks’ average temperatures compared

to those presented by Donald
[5]

.

We also studied the thermal effects from clock

throttling. We will not include detailed results here

due to page limit. Our measurements showed that

clock throttling brings more performance loss than

DVFS does, and its impact on temperature reduction

is very limited.

Ⅳ. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a detailed study on

thermal behavior of workloads from SPEC CPU2006

benchmarks with varying cooling conditions and

frequency scaling on a real multi-core processor,

Intel’s Core 2 Duo processor. Three new thermal

metrics are proposed to quantify the thermal

variations of a workload such as temperature

fluctuation, temperature gradient and the time when

reaching steady-state temperature. It is shown by

our study that the proposed thermal metrics can

better represent the time-varying nature of

temperature behavior for the workloads than existing

metrics of average temperature and temperature

range.

The study also shows that applications have

distinct thermal signatures, and they are affected by

cooling conditions, operating frequencies, core affinity

and accompanying multiprogramming workloads. In
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general, cpu-bound benchmarks show a higher

steady-state temperature than memory-intensive

ones. Their temperature variations are larger at

higher frequencies than at lower frequencies. In

severe operating conditions such as with cooling fans

off, the length of the execution time also gives a

significant impact on the temperature behavior in

addition to the workload characteristics (i.e.

cpu-bound or memory-bound).

In a normal operating environment with cooling

fans on, multi-core workloads exhibit faster

temperature increase toward its steady-state in the

initial intervals. Also, we observed spatial thermal

variations between cores due to their placement on

the chip and their environment. These spatial thermal

variations can be exploited when the processes

(threads) could be migrated for dynamic thermal

optimization.
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